
Profile 
I’m interested in being a part of an organization which can benefit from my many 
years of experience in so many areas of Information Technology. I can add value to 
any company working as a programmer, quality assurance or performance analyst, 
SQL/database developer or as an instructor teaching my colleagues what I’ve 
learned.  

Experience 
QA Analyst II, Automated Systems, Inc., Lincoln, NE — Sep 2019 - Mar 2020 
 I developed and conducted automation scripts for the functional testing of our 
desktop and web-based banking software using SmartBear’s TestComplete 
products. In just six months I created almost 100 scripts for the desktop application 
and over 20 scripts for the web-based version. I scheduled these tests to run at 
night and results were delivered to the product and project stakeholders each 
morning. ASI software development and quality assurance was achieved using the 
Agile methodology. Other tools utilized included Bitbucket, Confluence and JIRA. 

Software Performance Analyst, Fiserv, Inc., Lincoln, NE — 2002 - 2019 
For the final twelve years or so of my career with Fiserv, I assisted in the entire 
development of the software performance testing environment that would measure 
the impact of programming changes, corrections and enhancements on the 
financial application software used by our clients.  I created performance testing 
scripts for windows based applications primarily written in C#. Since many of the 
Fiserv financial software products also ran on mainframe platforms I developed 
scripts for both the Unisys platform using Work Flow Language and the IBM 
platform using Advanced Job Scheduler and the CL Programing Language. 
applications. Scripts would scheduled to run at night and deliver analysis reports to 
the product and project stakeholders each morning. Fiserv software development 
and performance analysis was achieved using the Agile methodology. Other tools 
utilized included Confluence and JIRA. During my first five years with the company I 
was a Cobol and VB.Net applications developer for IBM, Unisys and Windows 
programs. During all this time I became very proficient in writing SQL statements. 

Computer Programmer, Electronic Data Systems, Plano, TX — 1984 - 2002 
I held numerous positions during my career with EDS. I began by completing the 
OPD (Operations Development) program and working as a computer operator in a 
facility that performed the classified processing for ten military bases in the 
southeaster portion of the US. I held a government security clearance for this 
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position. Next, I completed the NCD (Network Communications Development) 
program and worked on a help desk as a network communications technician to 
identify and resolve the connection issues called in by clients.  I have a folder of 
actual memos, letters and emails from clients and managers praising my 
accomplishments in this role that I can provide upon request. I spent several years 
as an instructor for which I travelled to various EDS sites around the world teaching 
technical courses to other EDS employees. After that I completed the SED (Systems 
Engineering Development) program and starting writing and maintaining Cobol and 
VB.Net based application software. My last positions were in the field of web 
development in which I helped create a educational website for EDS employees. I 
also learned much about SQL and relational database management systems during 
these years. 

Education 
Elizabethtown Community College, Elizabethtown, KY — AAS in Data 
Processing 1982 

Skills 
SQL Server, Windows, C#, VB.NET, MVC, Agile, JIRA, Confluence, Microsoft Office 
Suite, RDBMS, JCL, WFL, HTML, XML, SOAP, TestComplete, ASP.NET, IIS, Cobol, 
IBM,  CICS, Unisys and more. 
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